
"Few authors write about espionage, terrorism, and clandestine hit squads as well as Taylor 

does."--Houston Press 

Pike Logan is on the desperate hunt for a man who is about to betray his country--and ignite 

a horrific new world war--in this pulse-pounding thriller from New York Times bestselling 

author and former special forces officer Brad Taylor 

Pike Logan and Jennifer Cahill are enjoying a sunny vacation down under when they get 

disturbing news: their friend and colleague Clifford Delmonty is in serious trouble. While 

working as a contractor at an Australian F-35 facility, the former Taskforce member--

callsign Dunkin--saw something he shouldn't have, and now he's on the run from Chinese 

agents. 

Pike and Jennifer soon discover that Dunkin's attackers are a dangerous link to a much larger 

scheme that could launch a full-on conflict between China and Taiwan. In its quest for dominance, China is determined 

to reclaim Taiwan--a pivotal ally the United States has sworn to protect. Pike learns that the Chinese have a devious 

plan to bait the island nation into all-out war by destabilizing the government and manipulating an artificial intelligence 

defense system. 

As the threat reaches a boiling point, Pike alone realizes that what they're seeing isn't actually real. A soldier who has 

always been trained to fight and win, Pike must now track down and neutralize the missing man who holds the key. 

With the help of Jennifer, the Taskforce team, and a brave Taiwanese intelligence agent, he races to prevent a cata-

strophic conflict from consuming a whole region of the world. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

In the latest thriller featuring the legendary Boston PI, Spenser and his young protégé Mattie 

Sullivan take on billionaire money manager running a network of underaged girls for his rich 

and powerful clients.  

 

Ten years ago, Spenser helped a teenage girl named Mattie Sullivan find her mother's killer 

and take down an infamous Southie crime boss. Now Mattie--a college student with a side 

job working for the tough but tender private eye--dreams of being an investigator herself. 

Her first big case involves a fifteen-year-old girl assaulted by a much older man at one of 

Boston's most prestigious private clubs. The girl, Chloe Turner, only wants the safe return of 

her laptop and backpack. But like her mentor and boss, Mattie has a knack for asking the 

right questions of the wrong people. 

 

Soon Spenser and Mattie find ties between the exploitation of dozens of other girls from 

working class families to an eccentric billionaire and his sadistic henchwoman with a mansion on Commonwealth Ave-

nue. The mystery man's wealth, power and connections extend well beyond Massachusetts - maybe even beyond the 

United States. Spenser and trusted ally Hawk must again watch out for Mattie as she unravels a massive sex-trafficking 

ring that will take them from Boston to Boca Raton to the Bahamas, crossing paths with local toughs, a highly-trained 

security company, and an old enemy of Spenser's--the Gray Man--for a final epic showdown.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2908293/ada?qu=30304000543025&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2908293%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2888754/ada?qu=30304000542712&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2888754%7EILS%7E0&h=8

